
Phillip Runs. 
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Panel 1: 

 Caption:  "Three minutes before Phillip runs." 

A close shot of a man in his fifties. He has light brown/gray hair and a round, non-threatening 

face. Here at this moment, he looks like he's been through hell though. There are deep splatters 

of blood on his clothes and some spots on his face. The room he currently is located is a poorly 

lit studio apartment.  

 SF: Drip. 

 Phillip as he looks off panel: "W-Why did you do it(comma,?) Maydak?" 

Panel 2: 

P.O.V. from over his shoulder and we see what it is that had Phillip's eyes. It's a painting on a 

stand that had been shredded to pieces. (You’ll get a clear picture later on to what the painting 

once was.) 

 A voice from off panel: "It wasn't an important piece. Not really. Don't even think 

 it was fit for exhibition." 

Panel 3: 

The voice belongs to Maydak. He's a handsome man of thirty and he has an intentionally 

unkempt appearance. His hair is shoulder length and greasy looking. In fact, everything about 

him here appears slick with sweat and oil. Maydak is standing behind another painting that is 

facing away from the P.O.V. and it conceals his lower half. Maydak never looks up from the 

painting. 

 Phillip: "Why did you kill her?" 

 SF: Drip. 

Panel 4: 

Closer on Maydak. He's holding an obscured container in his hand very near the painting.  

 Maydak: "...Every act of creation is first an act of destruction." 

 Phillip: "Picasso?" 

 "You're quoting Picasso? You've gone mad. You need help..." 

 "W-What is that in your hand? W-What are you planning to do!?" 

Panel 5: 

Phillip rushes over and knocks off the painting from its stand and away from artist. The container 

Maydak was holding is also knocked from his hands. 

 Phillip: "Get away from it! Get away!" 

Panel 6: 

Maydak stands menacingly behind Phillip's shoulder. Phillip is looking down with great anguish 

at the painting he's knocked to the floor. (Which is off panel.) 

 Maydak: "You're too late, Mr. Cullen." 

 SF: "Drip 

Leave room for Title and credits: "Phillip Runs." 
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Panel 1: 

 Caption: "One day before Phillip runs." 



A day earlier. Outside on the second floor of an apartment building, Maydak has just cracked the 

door to greet Phillip for the first time. His appearance and demeanor is much more calming. 

There's is a camera strapped on his shoulder. 

 Phillip: "My name is Phillip Cullen from Colour Magazine. We spoke on the  phone 

earlier. I was hoping to finish up an (or "the") interview with you. …And maybe take  a 

picture or two." 

Panel 2: 

Maydak disappears from the doorway leaving the door partially open. 

 Maydak from inside the house: “There’s room for you, I think.” 

 "...Room for one more at least." 

Panel 3: 

Maydak is painting. This is the same painting which Phillip knocks over later and we're still 

unable to view it. Around him, on the walls of the apartment and on the floor, are shredded, 

burned, crumpled, paintings. 

Phillip: "Your show in New York last October featured your traditional style of badly 

damaged work leaving much of what was on the canvas to the viewer’s imagination. 

Then oddly enough last week, photos of your paintings before they were destroyed turned 

up online." 

 "...I want to know why you released them afterward?" 

Panel 4: 

Phillip lifts up a cloth that covers a painting that has yet to be destroyed to steal a peek. (This is 

the painting that will get shredded later.)  

 Phillip : "Why wait until after the exhibit? You probably would have had wider  interest 

in your show. At least, a better attendance." 

Panel 5: 

Maydak walks over and pulls the cloth back down over the painting, causing Phillip to step back. 

 Maydak: "I didn't release them. That was Claire. My ex." 

 "...And I don't care about the paintings before." 

 "Only the after." 

Panel 6: 

 Phillip holds his camera: "Well, that’s great and all, but I think it’d do you well to  at least 

photograph them yourself, so the rest of the art community can see. I  mean, don’t you have 

to first appreciate the existence of the art to appreciate the  destruction of it." 

 "If you'd allow me, I'd love to take a few..." 

 Maydak turns away: "No...not yet. I've got work to do. You can let yourself out. " 
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Panel 1: 

 Caption: "Forty-five minutes until Phillip runs." 

Inside a small diner filled with a lunch crowd, Phillip waves over to his table a short haired 

pretty girl that's just came through the door. 

 Phillip: "Hey, Claire, over here!" 

Panel 2: 

The girl sits on the opposite side of the table. In her hand is an envelope which she holds tightly.   



 Phillip: "I'm so glad that you've agreed to meet with me. Did you bring the 

 pictures? The ones online were hard to make out with any amount (of?) clarity.” 

Panel 3: 

She pulls the  photos out of the envelope and lays them across the table and Phillip helps.  

 Phillip: "These...these are good. Actually quite good." 

"Maydak, may in fact, be very talented. There's an energy to the colors. Even if 

the source for the image seems stagnate, you can feel a...a pulse. I can see why 

you wanted to show these off." 

Panel 4: 

Claire is stunned. How could this man be so oblivious? 

 Claire: "Show them off?" 

 "Mr. Cullen. I wanted to show the world what Maydak was doing. What he could  do." 

Panel 5: 

A close shot of the photos and Claire's pointing finger. 

 Claire: "See here, this is Canter's farm. It burned after Maydak torched the painting." 

 "And this is the Saw mill out past Clements. It collapsed on itself after Maydak 

 smashed the canvas he painted it on."   

 Phillip: "Are you trying to say...?" 

 Clair: "Over and over again he's done this." 

Panel 6: 

Phillip looks over Claire closely. Is he being made fun of? Claire still looks at the photos on the 

table. 

 Phillip: "This is absurd." 

 Claire: "Just listen. And this here, this one was the old funeral home." 

 It wasn't abandoned. It had an apartment on the upper floor that was rented to a  family. 

Maydak..." 

 "...H-He didn't care." 
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Panel 1: 

Maydak stands solemnly in his darkly lit studio.  

Claire narrates from the diner: "He's brilliant, always has been, but  there's a sickness in 

him. And over the years, it's grown." 

Panel 2: 

Maydak slowly removes the cloth covering the painting Phillip was peeking at earlier. 

 Claire: "...He's lost perspective." 

 "The feeling of creation isn't enough for him. He's obsessed with destruction." 

 "...With the act of undoing." 

Panel 3: 

The painting is a large portrait of pretty, pretty Claire. 

 Claire: "In all the world, he only sees beauty in annihilation." 

Panel 4: 

Maydak holds up a box cutter close the Claire's face on the canvas. 

 Claire: "Just look (COMMA?,) Mr. Cullen, you’ll see it’s true. Look at his paintings; 

break in  his apartment if you must. Just look at his paintings beforehand." 

Panel 5: 



In the diner again with Phillip and Claire. 

 Phillip answers flatly: "I've seen one of his paintings." 

 Claire: "A new one? Ok …ok. You'll see I'm not crazy. You'll... 

 ...you'll..." 

 "…Mr. Cullen...How did you know me?" 

Panel 6: 

Cold and terrible; realization trickles like icy rain down Claire's body. 

 Claire: "When I came in, you recognized me without hesitating." 

 "How...how.." 

 "Wait, how did you know me? How did...?" 
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Panel 1: 

Phillip grabs Claire's hand in an effort to comfort her. 

 Claire panicked: "Oh god! Please...god!" 

 Phillip reassures her unsuccessfully: "I-It's ok, Claire. I'm sure nothing...." 

Panel 2: 

In the apartment, Maydak slashes across the face of the painting violently. (The slash is from 

cheek to chin.) 

Panel 3: 

Claire's face erupts in a geyser of blood. 

 Claire" Gaaaaaah!' 

Panel 4: 

Phillips bolts to his feet as blood just gushes forward. The P.O.V. is from behind Claire's head. 

This prevents us from seeing most of the gore except for the ridiculous amount of blood that 

covers everything nearby. (Don't worry; we've got another gory scene approaching that we won't 

shy from.) 

 The blood washes over Claire's scream. "Gah..ga....glub" 

Panel 5: 

Maydak attacks the painting over and over again in a frenzy with the box cutter. 

 SF: "Slashes  slash" 

Panel 6: 

Claire's head falls to the table and more blood splashes against Phillip. 

 SF: "SPLAT!" 

Panel 7: 

In the studio, Maydak had just finished his exhausting endeavor. His head droops and he fights to 

capture his breath. 

 SF: "Huh. Huh. Huh." 
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Panel 1: 

 Caption:  "Two minutes before Phillip runs." 

We're back to where the story started. Phillip covered in Claire's blood and confronting Maydak. 

The painting has fallen against the wall and is upside down. Most of the painting has been ruined 

as half of the colors have flowed over the rest. Phillips shoes are close and in the panel. The 

container that Maydak was holding can clearly be seen as reading "paint thinner." 



 Maydak: "Interesting. You knocked it upside down." 

 Phillip: "What was it?! What was it a painting of?!" 

  SF: "Drip" 

Panel 2: 

 Maydak: "I've lived in this town for (a??) all my life. I know every name and face 

 here.” 

 Phillip: "No...tell me you didn't." 

  "Maydak, what did you paint?" 

Panel 3: 

Maydak holds out a picture for him. 

 Maydak: "Here, I did you a kindness. I actually took a Polaroid, just for you." "After 

all of your pleading, how could I not?" 

Panel 4: 

Phillip takes hold of the photo delicately. Hesitantly. On the photo are thousands of people.  

 Phillip's eyes roam it all frantically: "My god, so many people!" 

 "H-How many? How many people did you paint, Maydak?" 

 Maydak:  "...Until I ran out of canvas." 

Panel 5: 

A full look at Maydak standing in a shadowed corner of the room. 

 SF: "Drip" 

 Phillip: "You're a murderer." 

 Maydak counters: "I'm a god. A bold new god. One that doesn't just merely create 

 and abandon his handiwork after it no longer amuses him." 

 "I'm here to see it through. Creation is easy. Destruction, now that's 

 commitment." 
Panel 6: 

Still focus on Maydak as he begins walking toward Phillip. Pieces of his clothing seem to be 

rolling up into the darkness. 

 Phillip: "What is happening to you?" 

 Maydak: "What can a truly loving god do for his opus? What must he  become to 

show devotion without room for remonstration of intention?"  

 SF: "Drip Drip." 
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Panel 1: 

Coming into the light, we see that Maydak is quickly dissolving into liquid and flowing toward 

the ceiling. We now realize what the dripping noise has been since page one. 

 SF: "Drip Drip Drip Drip." 

 Phillip: "S-Stay away!" 

 Maydak's voice is becoming hard to understand; "He becomes a martyr."  

Panel 2: 

Large panel that takes up most of the page as we see flesh, muscle tissue, and bone liquefy and 

flow in the reverse direction. This should be grotesque but mainly disturbing. It looks like 

Maydak is screaming as he melts upward. He's reached his arms out for Phillip who is stepping 

backward, away from fast approaching grotesquerie. 



 Maydak: ...a Maarrrtyr...." 

Panel 3: 

With the last watery bits of Maydak pooling on the ceiling, Phillips unleashes his horror.  

 Phillip: "Aaaaiiih!" 
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Panel 1: 

Unable to stay in the studio a second longer, Phillip stumbles outside the front door. 

Panel 2: 

As Phillip looks down on the street, he sees that people have begun dissolving and flowing 

upward much like Maydak has just done. 

Panel 3: 

Pull back the shot and streams of  multicolor gore flow from the streets and town.  

Panel 4: 

Now, I want to focus on the scale of what we are seeing here. The streams of "thinned" people 

have joined into a great river as what is left of the townspeople run heavenward. 

This should be a sight that is compelling and terrifying.  
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Panel 1: 

Bring it back to a psychologically shattered Phillip. He looks on from the second story of the 

apartment. His eyes are wide and lifeless and his mouth gapes open absently.  

Panel 2: 

Bring the P.O.V. closer to Phillip's sweaty face. 

Panel 3: 

At an even closer inspection, it's not sweat, but bits of color falling the wrong way. 

 Caption: "Phillip begins to run." 

Panel 4: 

(I would like to box these last panels different to show a break from the rest of the story. Maybe 

have the panels boxed by crooked, uneven lines.) 

A close up to a bunch of swirly and random colors. 

 Narration: "Here's a quote fer ya. "Abstract art: a product of da untalented sold by  da 

unprincipled to da utterly (be?) bewildered" 

Panel 5: 

A close shot of Peterr. He appears to be sweating himself. 

 Peterr: "Me?"  

 "I don't have much of an opinion. Unless..." 

Panel 6: 

Pull back further and we can see Peterr using  mop to wipe up a pool of paint from the ceiling of 

his bus.  

 Peterr: "...Unless I've godda clean it off de (or "da"?)ceiling of me bus!" 

 

End. 

 

 
 


